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Cytologic Samples Provide a Variety of Substrates for Next Generation Sequencing

Advantages Disadvantages
Cell blocks (FFPE) 
Advantages:
• Highly multiplexed assay with high clinical sensitivity • High analytical sensitivity (5-10%)
• Single platform to test multiple genomic alterations: SNVs, insertions and deletions, gene amplifications, gene rearrangements
Disadvantages:
• Cost and reimbursement • Technical skill and expertise for validation and running assay • Bioinformatics support for analysis and interpretation of variant calls • Big-data challenges
• Clear communication among ordering clinician, radiologist, laboratory technician/technologist, and pathologist.
• Using image-guided procedure for better diagnostic yield.
• Optimizing technique for best diagnostic yield (e.g. needle gauge, number of passes, etc).
• Whenever clinically feasible, obtaining concurrent core biopsies and FNAs to maximize chances of sufficient material to perform ancillary studies.
Specimen Acquisition
• Rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE) for specimen adequacy to ensure adequate sampling and proper triaging.
• Performing additional pass for smears or cell blocks in anticipation of ancillary studies.
• If cell block is the primary source of material for molecular testing, minimizing the amount of material expelled onto smears and maximizing the needle rinse material for preparation of cell block.
